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Students back pool,
elect Wentzell prexy
Students rallied at the polls during campus-
wide elections Tuesday to emphatically support
an envisioned recreational swimming pool.Over 1900 of the 2000 student voters in-dicated they were in favor of such a pool
at the university. Nearly 1650 pledged their
support to the project, and 1400 indicated their
willingness to make a $10.00 donation to facil-itate immediate construction of the pool.
Pool construction costs have been estimated
at $150,000 and the student-faculty pool com-
mittee has stressed that the project will need
strong student support in order to become a
reality. The committee hopes to raise half the
construction costs through a student-sponsoreddrive, and then approach the legislature for
matching funds.
Other election night tabulations showedStan Wentzell emerging victorious in the Stu-dent Senate presidential race. The new presi-dent triumphed over two opponents, one of
whom was the first female ever to enter the
• contest. Wentzell moves up from the Senate
vice-presidency, and is currently chairman ofthe newly formed course evaluation commit-
tee.
As Student Senate president, Wentzell hopesto expand the course evaluation program sothat bad courses, as well as good ones, will be
reviewed. He favors increased communica-tions among the Senate, administration, and
student body. Under his leadership, Wentzellintends to "revitalize the committee structure
of the Senate," and sponsor more lecture guests
on campus.
Sophomore Hiram Emery was elected to thenumber two Senate slot. Emery was formerlySenate treasurer and chairman of the HigherEducation for Maine Youth (HEMY) pro-gram. Emery was one of two contenders vy-ing for the vice-presidency.
Joy Jewett triumphed over one other aspir-ant, and was re-elected secretary of the Sen-ate. Ann Young was elected Senate Treasurer.
urer.
George Clark and Bruce MacFayden arethe newly-elected president and vice-president
of next year's senior class. Next year will markClark's second term as class president. Gretch-
en Ebbeson and Wayne Andrew were re-elect-
ed to positions as class secretary and treasurer.
The Class of 1968 re-elected president JohnCronkite, and vice-president Gary Gibbons;both were running unopposed. Chris Hastedttriumphed as secretary, and Tom Fisher willguard the class till.
The Freshman Class elected RaymondO'Keefe as their class leader; Rae Ann French
was re-elected vice president. Karen Thurston
and Brian Harden were re-elected as class sec-
retary and treasurer.
Deborah Berg, Mike Henderson, David Lib-by, and Michael Tabor were chosen as StudentReligious Association representatives.
Seniors Charlie Belisle and John Huard,junior Tom Farrell, and sophomore SteveTurner were elected to serve on the Men'sAthletic Association.
FUSSBUDGET RULES THE ROOST—Meriby Sweet running as "Lucy—World's Greatest Fussbudget," canned the Crisco Kid and beat DickTracy to become the first female campus mayor. During the campaign,Lucy tooled around campus on her tricycle, foiling Charlie Brown'skite-flying maneuvers.
Fourteen juniors tapped
as All-Maine Women
Smiles and pine trees graced thefaces of the fourteen new All-Maine
Women as they were introduced at
the annual spring banquet. All-
Maine Women is a senior women'shonorary scoiety on campus. Mem-bers are chosen in their junior year
on the basis of "character, Maine
Spirit, dignity, creditable scholar-
ship, service and leadership."
The fourteen women who re-
ceived this honor are Nancy Bates,
Jennifer Broad, Merilyn Brown,
Patricia Cochrane, Barbara Deal,
Sharon Dow, Cheryl English, Bar-bara Lester, Karen Olson, Mary El-len Peterson, Patricia Rodgers, Con-
stance Survant, Judith Whitman and
Joan Yerxa. Mrs. Robert Mac-
Laughlin, Assistant Dean of Women
was elected an honorary member of
the society.
Guests at the banquet, held in
East Commons last Sunday evening.
included former All-Maine Women,
women faculty members, and wives
of the faculty and administrative
staff. The principal speaker at thebanquet was Miss Ruth L. Bean,
executive director and assistant
treasurer of the Women's Education-
al and Industrial Union, Boston,
Mass. Miss Bean is a former Dean
of Women and Assistant Dean ofStudents at M.I.T. She has also heldthe position of Assistant to the Dean
at Brandeis University.
Her topic was women, part of hertalk was centered on the suffrage of
women in all aspects of society. She
cited that thirty years ago women
were considered only a second sex
whereas today they have assumedthe role of a vital and contributingfactor in contemporary society. Inher conclusion she advised the new
All-Maine to be the best at whatevertheir goal might be.
'11! Professor William P. Randel
will speak on Ku Klux Klan
SIIIII11111—The normal hush of the library has been shattered latelyby workmen drilling and pounding as renovations on the buildingproceed. Two additional stacks are under construction to accommodate
the expanding collection of general circula 
 
volume..
Dr. William P. Randel will speak
on the Ku Klux Klan at the May
meeting of the Bangor Branch of
the NAACP. He is the author of
The Ku Klux Klan; a Century of
Infamy, and professor of English at
the university.
Professor Randel researched his
book while a professor of English
and director of American Studies at
Flordia State University. He was
born in New York and has taught
English all over the world. He
earned his doctorate at Columbia
University and taught last year in
Italy. He has also taught at the
Drisko, Hibbard
win honor parts
Juanita Drisko and Frances Hib-bard have been named valedictorian
and salutatorian of the senior class.
They have achieved the two high-
est averages in the class of 1966.
Miss Drisko is an education ma-jor from Columbia Falls, Maine.
Last year she received the Charles
Davidson Merit Scholarship as the
highest ranking junior in the Col-
lege of Education, and was elected
to Phi Kappa Phi, the all-university
honor society. She is president of
Kappa Delta Pi, the education honor
society.
Teaching as a career came nat-
urally to Miss Drisko. Her father
is a superintendent of schools and
her mother teaches kindergarten.
She intends to teach English on the
secondary school level next year.
Frances Hibbard is a nursing ma-jor interested in public health. She
came to Maine from Greene, New
York. Miss Hibbard was elected
to Neal Mathetai, the freshman
women's honor society, and was a
Sophomore Eagle.
Last year she received the Merit:
Caldwell Fernald Scholarship for
having the highest rank in the
junior class. She is also a member
of Phi Kappa Phi honor society and
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
After her marriage in July, Miss
Hibbard intends to work as a nurse
in Maine to gain the experience re-
quired for a career in the field of
public health
University of Minnesota, the Mis-
souri School of Mines, the Univer-
sity of Helsinki, the University of
Athens and in the West Indies.
Everyone is invited to attend the
meeting to be held in 137 Physicsbuilding at 8 p.m. on May II. This
will be the first time Professor Ran-del has addressed the general public.
The Bangor Area Branch ofNAACP was formed in 1963 bylocal residents, members of the Uni-
versity community, and Dow AirForce Base personnel. Since then thebranch has been active in the pass-
age of the 1965 Civil Rights Bill
and Maine's Fair Housing Bill.
They cooperated with the U. S.Commission on Civil Rights by col-lecting testimony on local discrimi-
nation. Last March, at the time ofthe Selma killings, NAACP spon-sored an orderly march in Bangor.Over 300 people participated. Thegroup also sponsored the appearance
of Roy Wilkins in Bangor earlierthis spring.
As part of an NAACP programBangor "adopted" the Laurel. Miss'.
sippi branch of this organization.They have strengthened the southern
unit by sending money, food, cloth-ing, books, a mimeograph, and atypewriter. Their newest project is
a freedom library.
Many libraries in the south areintegrated, but little civil rights ma-terial can be found on their shelves.
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Guards posted to check stealing
DOWN IN THE DUMPS—Dick Tracy (Ray Phi!ippon) tries on a trashcan for size during the mayoralty campaign skits. Tracy's sidekick lookson approvingly as candidate Philippon fire, up the crowds surroundingthe library steps.
A MOTHER'S DAY
SUGGESTION FROM
H. M. GOLDSMITH
.rays-er.
tailors
a slip
Here at gat is a slip which is tailored
and fitted for the woman who desires
lost I tOUCh of feminine detailing.
A ifor slip, with Ws sculptured
bock and delicate tracing of lace
at sect and IsentBne, is the waded
answer. le a spring bouquet of colorer
While, Nock, Shell fink,
Cant* Blue, Daisy Yellow
Avoroge 32-42
Short 32-40
Tag 34-42 114.00
H. M. GOLDSMITH'S Inc.
76-78 North Main Street
OLD TOWN
USE YOUR COED CHARGE ACCOUNT
JADE
Cologne, 6 or., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 or., $2.50
in renovated library next fall
Fogler Library will undergo ex-
tensive changes before students re-
turn next fall. The two major changes
will be the guard posted at the front
door and the remodeling which has
already begun.
The guard will check all students
leaving the library to make sure all
books have been properly checked
out. The date due card in each book
will be what the guard looks for.
Student brief cases—or anything else
large enough to conceal a book or
magazine—will be searched. Library
officials feel that the reduction in
stealing will more than pay for the
guard's salary. Many large universi-
ties and colleges already have guards
in their libraries.
Only the front doors will be used.
One door will be an exit and the
other an entrance. Turnstiles will
probably be installed to prevent stu-
dents from using the wrong door.
The back doors and side doors will
be locked and only used in emer-
gencies.
Increased stealing has made a
guard necessary.
Signing for books will be elimi-
nated. Students will use new I.D.
cards when taking out books. It will
be much like a charge plate with the
student's name and address embossed
on the front. It will simplify taking
out books, and librarians will no
longer have to decipher student sig-
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
INIFTRIPPRTqN-Nrmrar.-.-
• 50 Modern Deluxe Units
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV and Telephone
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Restaurant - Coffee Shop
RESERVATIONS
Call 207-866-4921 Orono
1111 I 1AM 0. LUKE, Manager
natures. The I.D. will also have the
student's picture and birthdate so it
can be used for other university
functions.
A new charge desk equipped with
a charging machine will be located
on the first floor. All books except
those on reserve will be taken out
there. The new student lounge will
also be on this floor in the Oakes
room. Students can smoke and
browse through newspapers, maga-
zines, and popular books. It will be
larger than the present lounge and
will contain couches, lamps, and
footstools.
The second floor will also be reno-
vated. The Bass room will become
offices. Increased office space is
needed for the staff. Both the full-
time and the part-time staff has
doubled in the last 4 years. The
periodicals room will be named after
Joseph P. Bass. The Reference desk
will be moved to the Reference
room.
A new study room will be located
on the third floor and will contain
100 individual study desks. These
desks will be partitioned to ensure
privacy and quiet study conditions.
Fraternity men to vote
on Judicial Board posts
Elections for the Inter-Fraternity
Council Judicial Board will be held
next Wednesday in the Union Lob-
by. The polls will be open from 9
a. m. to 4 p. m., for all fraternity
members. The Judicial Board was
set up two years ago by the IFC
as "a body to investigate, ascertain
and submit penalties for violations
which fall within the scope of a
student government, and which per-
tain to fraternity members."
Juniors running for Senior posi-
tions on the Board are Douglas Di-
mond, John Dyhrberg, Richard
Kramer, William Pasquill, and John
Wiesendanger. Three justices will be
elected from the candidates.
Sophomores running for Juniorpositions include Thomas Atwell,Paul Carter, John Cronkite, Guy
Distasio, W. Kent Olson, and John
W. Tarr. Fraternity members will
vote for three of these candidates.
Three freshmen are vying for thetwo sophomore seats on the Judi-
cial Board: Burleigh Loveitt, JohnHachey, and Peter Skorron.
Folk singing, scuba diving
planned for Coffee House
Folk singing and scuba diving
will be in store for all those who pa-
tronize the Coffee House this week-
end. Friday at 9:00 p. m., several
folk singing groups will provide the
entertainment. Highlighting the eve-
ning will be the newly-formed
Stillwater River Draggers. This cam-
pus group, composed of junior coeds
Toby Soule and Mary Jane Presby,
Sophomores Earle Lovering and Jere
Downing. and freshman Steve
Brown, combined their talents only
one month ago. Yet they have man-
aged to come up with a band that
includes guitars, wash board, banjo.
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jug, kazoos, harmonica, and sand
paper block and that still is able to
harmonize. Asked to describe the
type of music they play, one mem-
ber of the group answered that it
is somewhat like a combination of
rag time and dixieland.
The New Young Folk from Old
Town High School will also be on
hand to contribute their musical
talents.
Saturday at 9:00 p. m • the Ban-
gor High School Club will be at the
Coffee House, exhibiting scuba div-
ing techniques. All scuba enthusiasts
are invited to attend this exhibition.
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TRY TO REMEMBER—Members of the 'Fantasticks' east run throughsome of the light musical t 
 for which the show is renowned.Several dance number- are also featured in the Maine Ma.,,que produc-tion. (See review on page four.)
Concert series wirds up;
Band scheduled to perform
This Friday, the eighth and final
in the series of Friday Evening Con-
certs will be presented at Alumni
Hall Auditorium at 80 P. M.
Clayton Hare on the violin will play
opposite his wife. Dorothy Swetnam,
at the piano. The music will in-
clude Beethoven's Sonata in G ma-
jor, Bulbuls' Sonata in A major, and
assorted works by Johann Sebas:ian
Bach, Fritz Kreisler, Jean Sibelius,
and Pablo Sarasate.
Clayton Hare is the Director of
the University Orchestra and was
formerly Professor of Music at Bo..-
ton University and Dean of Music
at the University of P.,:tland in
Oregon. He conducted the Calgary
Symphony in Alberta. Canada, for
eight years, and he ha, appeared as
a soloist in the United States, Cai,-
ada, and Europe. This c,mcert will
be his fourth appearance in Ibis
series this year.
This year's band concert will be
held in Hauck Auditorium at 11.00
P. NI., Wednesday, May 11. Ani..r:
the selections on the program .1.,
Rimsky-Korsakov's "Concerto for
Clarinet and Band," Bartok's "An
Evening in the Village," Richard
MAKE FREESE'S
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ice
Rodgers' "Victmy at Sea,- and the
martial strains of John Phillip
Sousa's march, "Manhattan Beach."
Richard Jacobs, a performing artis:
with the Unive:sity music faculty,
will play the solo clarinet for the
Riinsky-Korsakoe piece.
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Awards will be presented
at Scholarship Assembly
The thirty-ninth annual Schcolar-
ship Recognition Assembly will be
held May 16 in Hain. k Auditorium.
Dr. IL Austin Peck, Vice President
of Academic Affairs, will preside at
the assembly of honor students of
the junior and senior classes. Dr.
Company M 12
awarded trophy
Company M-12 Pershing Rifles
returned from Boston Sunday after
a weekend of drill at the Boston
Arena. Competing against teams
from Boston University, Northeast-
ern, University of Rhode Island,
M. I. T., Lowell Tech., Maine
Maritime, and many other drill
teams, Company M-12 came in sixth
overall.
In regular company drill, Maine
placed seventh, in trick drill fifth,
and in individual drill, Cadet Mur-
phy placed fourth.
Individual honors were awarded
at the review. Cadet Major Arnold
E. Morris was pesented the Out-
standing Company Commander
award as well as Regimental Com-
mander's award. Receiving silver
Coming to Boston?
Live at
1....-44.NKLI1 SQUARE HOUSE
Home Hotel for Young Women in r si.
ness, attending Boston Schools and
Colleges.
• Intown living, convenient to down.
town Boston
• Economical—Rates $20-128 a wed.
including any two r-eals a day
• Social Activ;res
• 64 year record of safety and
secur4v
11 E. Weldon Strot, 3oston, Mass.
CO 2-1870
Edwin Young will be the guest of his college career including at
speaker.
To qualify as an honor student a
junior must have honor grades of B
or better for five-sixths of his aca-
demic career. A senior must meet
the same standard for seven-eighths
Pershing Rifles
at Boston meet
achievement awards were Cadet
Captain Joel Blanhcette and Cadet
Corporal Paul Noyes. These awards
are given for outstanding work on
the staff.
At the Honor Ball after the drill
meet, Company M-I2 was presented
a :ropily for winning first place in
tlw Regimental Rifle Meet.
WM EBFM.91.9
"4 Spectrum ol Listening
Pleasure"
liliOADCAST SCHEDULE
Monday Thru Friday
I' M.
6:00 M. M.
6:35 NEU S HEADLINES
7:00 Monday & Thursday
THIS IS JAZZ
Tuesday and Friday
THE FOLK HOUR
Wednesday
ON BROADWAY'
7:15 NEWS ROUNDUP
8:00 Regular Features &
MUSICAL INTERLUDE
'1:00 EVENING CONCERT
Thurs. nite—Opera
Fri. at 11:00—Inter-
nat. al Sounds
11:35 NIGHT DESK
Free program guides are available
on request:
Come or write to WMEB-FM
275 Stevens Hall.
Dave Kirk, a senior at the
University of Maine, is working
on an architectual rendering of
the College Master's home office.
The work will be displayed
in the window of the Orono of-
fice within a few days.
Dave. a senior civil engineer,
had hoped to finish the drawing
by May 1st. A young fellow by
the name of Mathew Angus Kirk
age one week has temporarily
halted all evening production.
Pictured at left are Scott Rob-
inson. Bob McQuinn and Kirk
seated.
least two semesters at the University
of Maine. All seniors attending will
be in caps and gowns.
The faculty will enter in a pro-
cessional, attired in the academic
regalia characteristic of their de-
grees.
The %inner of the Distinguished
Professor Award will be an-
nounced at the Assembly. Candi-
dates for the award are selected by
the student body, and the chosen
faculty member receives $1,000 and
the traditional blue Maine blazer.
Other awards presented at the as-
sembly include the fraternity schol-
arship cup, the sorority scholarshid
plate, and the Maine Broadcasters
Assoc ianon.
as advertised in Tit
NEWNiattiEll
Why pay
less than
$10 fora
canvas shoe?
Frankly, the Sperry Top-Sider canvas oxford
is the most expensive you can buy. But its
worth every penny. The famous, exclusive
anti-slip safety sole has made it the only
shoe for men and women who knows boats.(Great tennis favorite, too.) And the rest of
the shoe makes it perfect for all casual
wear: The non-chafe loose lining, that re-
laxes your foot. The double-deep heel cush-
ion. The tailored looks. In Classic White,
Navy, Breton Red,wide or slim widths. So why
pay less, when you
could wear fashion's
famous Sperry Top
Sider canvas ox-
ford for $9.95?
(We ii be glad to supply you the name of yosteler.
set demist.) IS Rubber Ave , Naugatieek. ON&
THE MAINE CAMPU6
be
Get
closer
with a
HONDA
A Honda will circumvent parking lots and take
you directly to your destination. And, you'll have
a lot more fun getting there. As for economy,
prices start about $215'1 And you'll meet the
nicest people!
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.Department C-6, Box 50, Gardena. California 1966 AHM
plus dealer's transportation and set vocha,ges
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Light, lively production of 'the Fantasticks'
depicts the delights of young love, idealismBy JOAN SPEYER
An eight-member cast has art-
fully unveiled the final production
of this year's Maine Masque season,
The Fantasticks. Presently in its
seventh year on the Off-Broadway
stage, The Fantasticks was written
by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt.
Its first appearance was in 1960 in
a 135-seat Greenwich Village
theatre.
A delightful springtime fantasy of
the ecstasy and the pain of young
love, idealism, and life, The Fan-
tasticks is the story of a girl, Luisa,
and a boy, Matt, who live next door
to each other and have fallen in
love. Luisa has just discovered tha
she has molted from an ugly duck
Preserve those
College Memories
Cameras
Film
Flashbulbs
— Polaroids —
both black and white
and color
(itij
MAINE'S ',LARGEST
OLD TOWN
ling to a special young princess.
Matt is older, more mature. He has
been to school—has studies—has di-
sec ted violets.
Director James Barushok and
scene designer Neal Fenter have
combined in their cast and scenery
a smooth naturalness. The scenery
consists of a roofed platform, a lad-
der, a prop box, a bench, and audi-
ence imagination. Part of the suc-
cess of the play is the degree to
which the audience is captivated
into participating. Gardens, walls,
trees, and kumquats appear at a
word.
The enthusiasm of the actors is as
unbounded as the scenery is simple.
Barnes disappear between actor and
role. Unsurpassable is Mary Jay
Mire's performance as Luisa. She
states her own value in Luisa's open-
ing speech, "I am special." Luisa
is a delightful youth, sure the world
is all dramatic romance—and so ap-
pears Mary Jay. Her comic over-
emphasized movements and gestures
are a natural as the flaring of her
pink skirt as she spins through her
role. From her first song, whenever
she sings her voice burns with vi-
brance and enthusiasm.
Complementing her is Matthew
Mercier as Matt, almost as natural
in his role as Mary Jay is in hers.
The highest moments in the play
are those shared by Matt and Mary
Jay. Together they epitomize the
pain of growth, simultaneously
struggling to surrender to their mu-
tual love and to their individual
self-loves under the revealing sun-
light. Their act-one comic meetings
over the wall and abduction scene
arc splendid, minimized only by the
tenderness and maturity of their re-
union scene in act two. The ear-
pleasing ease with which their voices
Official U-M Class Rings
By HERFF JONES
Your Campus Representative
DANNY HILLARD
Lambda Chi Alpha Tel. 866-1434
See the Ring Display and Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
blend is especially notable in "Soon
It's Gonna Rain" and "They Were
You."
Stephen Files, doubling as the
Narrator and El Gallo, lacks the
naturalness of Matt and Mary Jay.
From the moment he opens the play
with "Try to Remember" until he
closes it with the same song's re-
frain, he never projects vocally. His
musical numbers never quite achieve
the power anticipated. In his role as
Narrator, sophistication and under-
standing are missing. Mr. Files does
achieve a memorable comic moment
in his death scene. Supplementsd by
enormous grunts and an expressive
wink, his endless staggering across
the stage before expiring is irresist-
ably humorous.
Both fathers heighten the com-
edy. Richard Sawyer as Matt's
father glides through his farcical
capers, emphasizing his angry mo-
ments with a widening of his ryes
and capitalizing on the breadth of
his breeches for comic effect. Ste-
ven Merritt's portrayal of Luisa's
father is a successful foil to Dick's
role. Whereas Matt's father is a
more forceful character (He pro-
poses the abduction, and he is the
one who later reveals the plan to
Matt and Luisa), Luisa's father is
meeker. Steve's fist-clenching, almost
foot-stomping frustration at his
daughter's rebelliousness is a clever
contrast to Dick's forceably telling
his son, "You're an ass!"
Another duet enforces the com-
edy, both physically and verbally.
William McFadden is the old actor,
Henry, and Christopher Bowman is
a second actor, Mortimer. Both ap-
pear and disappear from the prop
130X. Henry—dressed in shocking
pink underwear and a torn doublet
—begs El Gallo to try to see him
under light, but no light is necessary
to illuminate Bill's comic talent as
he teeters precariously atop a stool.
His timing and prjection are as
sharp as his facial expressions are
vivid and his stature is stooped. As
Henry explains, Mortimer's special-
ty is dying. Mr. Bowman's role is
not large, but it is effective. Not
only does he die well, but his stiff-
ness after death elicits laughter as
he sways under El Gallo's support.
The eighth role is fulfilled silently
by the pixie-like Jennifer Broad as
the Mute. Her part is speechless, but
her silence is artful. Jenny glides
soundlessly in graceful coordination,
supplying properties from the prop
box, building the wall, and depict-
ing one of the Narrator's speeches
in ballet.
BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
FLIES UNITED STATES MEXICO SOUTH AMERICA
and
OFFERS YOU A CAREER
IN THE SKY
FLIGHT HOSTESS
Wear the world famous Puccifashions as you fly in the mostfascinating career for women
today.
REQUIREMENTS
Age: 20- 27 Height: 5 2" to 5' 9"Marital: single Weight: Max. 135
Education: H. S. graduate
Vision: 20/50 or better
Contacts acceptable
Conversational Spanish desirableFirst ,.ear salary up to $448 per month
with periodic increases to $588 plus
liberal expense allowance.
WRITE TO EMPLOYMENT MORBRANIFF INTERNATIONAL. P.O.BOX 35001, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235LOCAL INTERVIEWS TO BE CON-DUCTED AT A LATER DATE.An Equal Opportunity Employer
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everybody's
doin' it . . .
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by COOKIE WILCOX
Ah, Spring ... brown trails on green
grass ... green stains on white le-
vis blong hair in too brisk abreeze ... English class on the lawn
...skits on the library steps...
swinging posters on lamp posts ...increased participation on Look-out
Corner, Stevens South ... wind burn
and sun burn and sun tan and tan
lotion ... an afternoon walk to man
the Cannons ... not enough lates or
too many prelims ... Bar Harbor
trips on a sunny Sunday. .. Spring
outings and Spring parties, finals and
Graduation
At Sigma Chi's house party Fri-
day night the MYSTERIANS will
play. Dress is semi-formal.
Theta Chi will have a formal
Spring House Party Friday evening
from 9:00 to 1:00. Music will be
provided by the University Jazztet.
Many parties are planned for this
weekend. Among these is an in-
formal House Party at Delta Tau
Delta, featuring the CUMBER-
LANDS. Also Friday evening, Beta
is having a semi-formal dance from
8:30 until 12:00.
Phi Gamma Delta is having a
closed party Saturday evening. Music
will be provided by the Cumber-
lands.
PINNED: Joan Winters to Bruce
Glasier; Linda Carr to Doug Grif-
fin, Alpha Gamma Rho; Ellen Greig
to Walt Stinson, Alpha Gamma
Rho; Meg Johnson, Pi Beta Phi to
John Kennedy, Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Patricial Clifford, Waynflete School
to Jeff MacDonald, Sigma Chi.
ENGAGED: Elaine Frost, Delta
Delta Delta to Joel Marquis; Betty
Giusani to Craig Wotton.
'No Trespassing' signs plague Maine beaches
By JANE O'NEILL
America has moved to the cities
and the resulting economic change
and increased urbanization has sig-
nificantly raised our standard of
living by a rise in leisure time.
Hemmed in by factories, smog, and
concrete, city-dwellers have come
more and more to spend this free
time in the country. Outdoor rec-
reation facilities, however, have not
been able to withstand the vaca-
tion and weekend onslaught of ur-
banites, whose clamoring for im-
proved facilities grows more in-
sistent every day.
Since the entire outdoor recrea-
tion industry is a strong support in
the economic backbone of Maine,
"The Vacationland," the state's
land and water resources must be
extended and more efficiently man-
aged. Maine is on the outskirts of
the huge megalopolis extending
from Boston to Washington, D. C.
The growth of the state can be great-
ly assisted ir the recreational facili-
ties are top-caliber and sufficiently
diverse to draw the urbanites of
that area into the state.
Recognizing the need for planning
and cooperation, an Advisory Coun-
cil on Outdoor Recreation has been
appointed by the governor. The
Council includes the commissioners
of the Departments of Economic
Development, Inland Fisheries and
Game, Sea and Shore Fisheries, Ag-
riculture, and Forestry, and the
Chairmen of the State Highway
Commission and Water Improve-
ment Commission, all working un-
der the Director of the State Park
and Recreation Commission. The
University has also been asked to
assist in this planning project and
has formed the Outdoor Recreation
Study Team. There are approxi-
mately fifteen team members, and
all work is done under a state con-
tract. The project leader is Dr.
Johannes Delphendahl of the De-
partment of Agricultural Business
and Economics. He is also respon-
sible for coordinating the sub-
projects reviewed by the team, such
as the evaluation of Maine's his-
torical sites. The study team is fi-
nanced by the Maine Department
of Economic Development and
through a Federal grant from the
Urban Renewal Administration.
The purpose of this study is to col-
lect and analyze data which will
serve as background for the formu-
SUMMER JOBS
Male, female. Ages 16 to 40.
Foreign Jobs. Entire U.S. Resort
and Dude Ranch Jobs. Summer
or year round.
For your postpaid copy of the 1966Summer Job Guide, send $2.00 toSUMMER JOB GUIDE, Dept. W,142 High Street, Portland, Maine.
UNIVERSITE McGILL
Montreal - Canada
ECOLE FRANCAISE D'ETE: 29 juin - 1 1 aout 1966
CELEBRATION DU CINQUANTENAIRE DE L'ECOLE
Cours de langue et de litterature. Nouvelle Section de Civilisation Possibilite depreparer un M.A.
NOMBREUX PROFESSEURS INVITES des grandes universites francaises etnord-americaines, residant 5. la Cite universitaire avec les etudiants et dirigeant lesactivites parascolaires.
Salles de cours climatisees. Laboratoire de langues tres moderne Pour renseigne-ments: ecrire a Mlle J. Solliec, Secretaire.
lation of a clear-cut plan for re-
source development. Its specific ob-
jectives are to evaluate existing rec-
reational facilities, assess the rec-
reational needs of Maine residents
(Continued on Page Six)
ORONOKA
RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169
540 TREWORGY'S 540
ORONO
RALEIGH
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLES
The ultimate in lightweight motorcycles in
the 50 cc. class... British made in the tradition
of the exciting standards set by British work-
manship and quality . . . by world-famous
Raleigh.
Priced from
$159.00 plus tax
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY
Church Discussion, Coe Lounge,
Union, 8:30 p. m.
FRIDAY
Space Science Lecture, 141 Phys-
ics, 8 p. m.
SUNDAY
Society of Friends, Davis Room,
Union, 9:30 p.m.
German Club, Walker Room,
Union, 8 p. m.
MONDAY
Student Action Core Movie, 130
Little Hall, 3 p. m.
TUESDAY
MUAB Poetry Hour, Gerard
Manley Hopkins. read by
Father Daniel Honan, Main
Lounge. Union, 4 p. m.
THE CHALET
Bill Gavett 
TYDOL
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
SPRING
TUNE-UPS
866-2538
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavels
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
DUPONT POLISHES
and
CLEANERS
866-2311
WE HONOR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
t--
,,
,..,.„
FARAH
. .....„..,..„,/,....„..,,
SLACKS, JEANS and WALK SHORTS
with
FaraPrese
NEVER NEED IRONING
FACE-LIFTING—Hart Hall lounge was brightened recently by an ex-hibit of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creaver's paintings. One of the girls'favorite watercolors has been purchased for the dorm lounge.
Greavers honored at Hart Hall tea
The women of Hart Hall recent-
ly held a tea in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Greaver. This tea
served as a farewell to the Greavers
as well as a thank-you from the
women for the couple's willingness
to allow their works to be exhibited
in the Hart lounge.
When the women of Hart Hall
learned that Mr. Greaver was re-
signing from the staff of the uni-
versity to accept the directorship of
the Kalamazoo Institute of Art in
Michigan, they decided that they
YOUR BEST
DRESS SLACKS
at the cost of Casual Slacks!
FARAH 1,WiLIFACTURING CO., WI • EL MO. IONS
would like to display the works of
Mr. and Mrs. Greaver as their
Spring Exhibit.
Approximately three hundred
people attended the afternoon tea.
Guests included members of the
Greavers' immediate family, facul-
ty, and visitors from out of town.
Because of the success of the tea
and the exhibit, Mr. William Wells,
Director of Residence and Dining
Halls suggested that if the girls of
Hart could decide on one or two
of their favorite works he would
arranged to have them purchased
for the dormitory.
The women's choices were a wa-
tercolor entitled "Summer Woods"
by Mr. Greaver and a woodcut
"Boy" by Mrs. Greaver. "Summer
Woods" was purchased for the
dormitory and the Greavers gener-
ously gave Hart Hall the woodcut.
THE NEW
BIJOU
BANGOR
STARTS FRI., MAY 6 
3 ACADEMY AWARDS
JULIE CHRISTIE
BEST ACTRESS
also
Best Screen Play
Best Costume Design
These are only three of many
reasons to see everything you
hope to find in a great film.
JoseFs e Levine .„
18urence H81VeY• DIrK BOGNOdale cHnsfle
"Darling"
an efneassv Pictures retease
Maine beaches •
(Continued from Page Five)
and out-of-state visitors, and to
project the future demands for rec-
reation as far ahead as the year
2,000.
The study has continued for over
a year and now the results are ready
for publication. The manuscript, at
least three inches thick, is a detailed
analysis of every type of outdoor
recreation— everything from sight-
seeing to skiing. It is a three-phase
study. The first section presents an
introduction to the material and the
objectives that were considered.
The second section concentrates on
the physical aspects involved, such
as land and water resources. Also
included in the report is an inven-
tory of the supply of outdoor rec-
reation facilities, both commercial
and semi-public. This is the stum-
bling block in the project. There is
an increasing problem with the
diminishing Maine shortline. Almost
all of Maine's beaches are private.
Out of 2,500 miles of shore, only
35 miles are public. There are af-
filiated plans now being considered
providing for more state-owned
beaches and shore property. Inland
water is also involved, and the
problem of the "No Trespassing"
signs affects fishing, boating, swim-
ming, and hunting. The report in-
cludes, in addition, an assessment of
the recrectional areas adjacent to
Maine. In its third section the re-
port projects the demands for rec-
reation into the future and sug-
gests how these can be met.
CLASSIFIED
APARTMENT to sublet for
summer, 3 rooms, furnished,
shower, ground floor near Pat's,
107 Mill St., Apt. #1. Contact
Brian Ames, TKE 866-2401, or
Bruce Rawley. EX 866-4465.
FOR SALE: 1965 Sears Roebuck
motor scooter, $150. Call 989-
2293 after 6 p.m.
FOR RENT: Four bedroom
four year old Orono home. Call
Dr. Hutchins at 866-4052 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1958 Volkswagen
sedan, sun roof, $250; 1965
Volkswagen bus, 13,000 miles;
1964 Buick sedan, 24,000 miles,
excellent condition. Call Dr. Hut-
chins at 866-4052 after 5 p.m.
MorosclittEs—BSA and Ducati.
Authorized dealer. Holland
Brothers Cycle Center, 5 Maple
Street, Brewer. Tel. 989-3614
or 989-4908. Several new and
used motorcycles in stock.
FOR SALE: Scout, 4 wheel
drive, positive traction rear end.
full top, clean, see it to appre-
ciate it. $1250. Call 945-3263.
Keyed-ufi students:
unwind atSheraton
during spring
and summer
vacation
and save money...
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!
COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card(or a free Faculty Guest Card). 1 understand It
ontttles me to generous discounts all year long
at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.
Name
Address 
L Ittudont 0 Toachor 0
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns6
4
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 By MIDGE MCFADDEN 
(ICP) Dania! Bell, professor of sociology at Columbia College, hasdescribed the function of the liberal arts college program. He believes,"the nature of college education can now be invisaged as a series of logicalsteps in which first comes the acquisition of a general background; second,the training in a discipline; third, the application of this discipline to amember of relevant subjects, and fourth, the effort to link disciplines indealing with common problems." Undoubtedly, many freshmen who arebored with that beginning general background and wish to get down tospecifics can now see that its all in the plan for the betterment of educa-tion. Bet they could almost care as they sleep through those into courses!
"Be glad your son is drafted at 18" advises counselor Dr. David Good-man in his forthcoming book, What's Best for Your Child—and You. Hefeels eighteen is a good age for entering military service. The body is fullof energy, and the imagination is keen for adventure—adventure that isotherwise almost impossible to experience in our much too ordered society.'Young males like to feel their oats." Furthermore, Dr. Goodman be-lieves the 22- or 24-year old young man does not have the same exuber-ance. He faces Army life as a necessary duty, not as an exciting or inter-esting adventure. Remember this, "older men," and when the draft callson you, tell them they'd get a better deal by drafting your younger, moreenergetic and adventurous brother. Save your extra energy for dancingand boozing up. After all, you're not getting any younger.Seems that the Lovejoy Quadrangle isn't the only stagnant area forfree speech these days. Students at Fairfield University have only had in-termittent rallies and a brief but massive snowball battle one cold, boringnight for uses of their quadrangle which has been established for sixmonths. Are these huge mud puddles destined for a passive death?Famed cartoonist Al Capp recently objected to a poet of the beatnikcrowd. At a speech given before the University of Nebraska after theappearance of unconventional poet Allen Ginsberg, Mr. Capp was quotedby the Omaha Evening World-Herald as saying, "though some deplorehim because he is supposedly unbathed, unmanly and un-American, I de-plore him because he is untalented and has no right to be the rest."In a list of cultural performances and exhibitions made available tohigh school audiences by colleges and universities, the University of Mainewas mentioned for its sponsoring of 28 travelling art shows which spendthe school year on the road to Maine's schools and academies. These showsvisited 163 schools during a recent four-month period.
Formals that "shine in the night" and stand out everywhere
they go. Look these styles over . . . We've got every style,
every color and material you need to make this spring the
"greatest."
For those who prefer, many exciting gowns are avail-
able for rent.
41'444'
Old Town
CENTRAL MAINE'S LARGEST SELECTION
OF FORMALS
Five scholarships presented
at forestry students' banquet
Forestry and wildlife majors in
the University of Maine School of
Forestry were honored recently
when five scholarship awards pre-
sented by Maine groups were an-
nounced at the annual dinner meet-ing sponsored by XI Sigma Pi, for-
estry honor society.
Dr. Richard E. McArdle, former
chief of the U.S. Forest Service and
the Rockefeller Forester in Re-
sidence at the U. of M. this year,
spoke on the possibilities for public
service that men in the forestry pro-fession may find.
Scholarship awards from Maineindustries and associations, present-
ed at the meeting, were Arthur
Wimble, $100 from the Maine Hard-
wood Association; Joseph Ware, and
Paul Halle, $200 each from the
Penobscot County Conservation As-
sociation for Wildlife students;
Kenneth Fletcher, $200 from the
Maine Hoo Hoo Club for a Maine
resident planning to enter the for-
estry profession; Dana Daniels, $100from the Retail lumber Dealers' As-
sociation to an outstanding senior;
and Berry Gammon and Peter Cum-
mings, $250 each from Homelite on
the basis of scholarship, need andinterest in the forestry profession.
Enoch Bell, president of XI Sigma
Pi, presented awards to the highest
ranking student in each class to
Charles Smart, Robert Griffen, and
Walter Mc Kee.
Bruce Brockway, Mass., co-editor
of the Maine Forester, the school's
yearbook, announced that the book
was dedicated this year to Profes-
sor Emeritus Fay Hyland, botany
lecturer.
DEAN JUNIOR COLLEGE
SUMMER SESSION
June 27 - August 6
High School Graduates College StudentsContinuing Education for AdultsCourses offered in English Composition and Literature, ShortStory, Mathematics, Calculus, Physical Science, Biology,Chemistry, United States History, History of Western Civili-zation. Psychology, Sociology, Child Psychology, Account-ing, Typewriting, Economics and Creative Art.All courses offered for credit. Call 328-9100 or write to Richard J.Ferris, Director of Admissions, Dean Junior College, Franklin,Massachusetts.
•
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Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?
1. Repairs in space. It something goes
wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how con it
be fixed? Answers must be found, if large-
scale space operations are to become a
reolity. For this and other ossignments Ak
Force scientists and engineers will be
called On to onswer in the next few years,
we need the best brains available.
2. 16,11141. lending. The in
exact composition of 'N
the tumor surface, OS
well as structural
and propulsion char-
octeristics of the tpac• "t -1 11 11
vehicle, enter Into
this problem. Important study remains to
be done—and, as an Air Force officer,
you could be the one to do it!
3. Life-support biology. Tlte filling of
metabolic needs over very extended peri-
ods of time In space Is one of Me most
fascinating subjects thot
Air Force scientists are in.
vestigoting. The results
promise to have vital ram-
ifications for our life on
earth, as well as in outer
space.
4. Space orientation. The orbital prob-
lems of a spacecraft, including Its ability
to maneuver ever selected points on the
•orth, ore of vital importance to the mili-
tary utifizotion of space. There are plenty
of assignments for young Air Force physi-
cals in this area.
S. Synergetic plan* changing. The abil-
ity of a spacecraft to change altitude can
also be crucial to space operations. Where
but in the Air Force could Sc.B.'s get the
chance to work on such fascinating proj-
ects right at the dart of their careers?
6. Space propulsion. As our'
space flights cover greater
ond greener distances, pro- *
pulsion—more than any-
thing else—will become the
limiting factor. New fuels
and new propulsion tech-
niques must be found, if we
are to keep on exploring
Ih• mysteries of space. And
b may well be an Alt Force
scientist on his first assign-
ment who makes the tip
breakthrough!
7. Pilot porforManco.
Important tests must stIll be
mode to detewnine how,*
pilots of manned owe-
spacecraft will react to
long periods away from
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer b•-
cornes Involved in reseorch and develop-
ment right away. but whore the most es-
citing ocbrances case
taking place, young
Air Force scene"
administrators.
pilots, and 641404466471
ore on the scar*
Wont to find out how you IN koo
Air Force picture? Contact your noosed
Air Force representative, or moil the coy.
pan today.
1 soNITED STATIIS AM POWS664 A. Osp. acresio nd.'01 MS. 1•44.4 AliaNo.* Colesvo
Add'.,.
Cut s..,..______.VP Cods—.....
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editorials
indiscretion
A student woke up in the morning to find an ugly yellow piece
of paper, bearing the name of someone wanting votes, taped to her
door. It was hallmarked with a whimpy little nose hanging over a
fence, or something. She promptly removed it. When she returned
to her room later in the day, an identical ugly yellow piece of
paper greeted her as she reached to turn the doorknob. It ap-
peared on every door in the entire dorm.
Another woman student returned to her room in the evening.
The light, which she knew she had turned off, was on, and the
door was partially ajar. Her books and papers on her desk were
knocked on the floor, and the window blinds were pulled up.
Taped on the window was a huge horseshoe.
No one has the right to keep taping posters on the doors of
dormitory rooms or to place campaign ads in students' windows
without permission. It is especially annoying because the posters
plague students during every waking hour on every foot of the
school grounds.
Faces are blotted out by a white square in the middle of the
mirror. One enters the only sanctuary of privacy, the tiny littlejohn, and has to sit staring at campaign mugs and funny animals
that might be people. Students must wade through them on the
way to the dinner line because they fall off the bulletin boards.
They flap around in the wind on the billboard-things in front of
the Union. Little Hall looks like it has the measles.
The entire campus is a mess—a real eyesore. The Bangor
city dump has less loose paper blowing around in it. The office
hopefuls have gotten a bit carried away in their endeavors.
In many cases, the result of this indiscretion is that students
are affected adversely, rather than favorably, by the extreme over-
abundance of posters. Many students, when finding an "I'm vot-
ing for Sam Smith" sign pasted on their door without their con-
sent, will naturally vote for any candidate except Sam Smith.
A few sensible posters, one for each candidate, hung in
designated places on the school grounds, would be quite sufficient.
Knowing who is running is all that is necessary. Posters do not
give students any more information about the candidates than is
already known. Seniors and juniors are not interested in support-
ing freshman and sophomore class aspirants. Likewise, freshmen
don't care about upperclass candidates.
The ugliness, illogicality, and, in many cases, audacity of this
campaign nonsense is a sign of poor taste on the part of most
candidates. It is time for future aspirants to offices to use a little
discretion.
nothing doing
There are approximately 6,000 students on the University of
Maine, Orono campus, and approximately 4,000 of them voice a
perennial complaint, "This place is so dead. There's never any-
thing going on around this campus." They are right of course.
That is if they don't notice the myriad of announcements on nu-
merous bulletin boards around campus.
The Memorial Union Activities Board publishes a calendar
monthly. For each week there is an average of three activities
listed. Besides these diversions, MUAB sponsors numerous en-
tertainments such as bridge tournaments, Poetry Hour and week-
end films.
This organization also provides Den Dances every now and
then. "But the Den Dances are never good," some say. Of course
not is the obvious reply, if no one attends them.
The men's dorms have been active in presenting dances fea-
turing bands. They have also sponsored ski trips and competitionslike the Inter-Dormitory Sing.
Tlle Spring Arts Festival Committee sponsors Film Classics
on Sunday nights about once a month. They have also arrangedfor gatherings such as the "Meet the Artist Teas" and have beeninstrumental in securing well known artists such as the film pro-ducer Lowell Naeve who presented some of his experimental films.
Practically every weekend the Coffee House provides some-
thing for students to do from a hootenany to a discussion on un-derdeveloped countries in Africa and Asia to a production of a
student's one-act play.
The campus abounds with activities. If there's "nothing todo", it's the student's fault, not "Maine's".
the maine
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voice of the readers
respect
Respected Foster Parents:
Good morning. We are well in
health and hope you are the same,
and my present letter finds you full
of good health and joy. Over here,
my respected parents, the weather
is very good. Now the snow that
we had in the winter has melted. I
attend my lessons in the technical
school, which will be useful to me
in my future life. I shall try with
all my heart to learn a trade, for
me to be happy in my life. On the
11th of February, I received the
money from the Plan's office, the
240 Drs ($8.00), as well as a pull-
over and a shirt, and I thank you,
my respected parents, for all that
you send me. I greet you with af-
fection and respect.
Your foster son.
Basil Koutsothansis
•
blanket down
To the Editor:
For three years now I have faith-
fully picked up my ticket for the
Maine Day noon meal on the Mon-
day immediately before the event.
For three years I have participated
in Maine Day activities on campus.
This year. however. I was politely
informed that Monday wasn't early
enough because all of the tickets for
fraternity members had been dis-
tributed.
Now every year. someone boops*
about students leaving campus for(curse the thought) Bar Harbor. I
wonder if some of these people
THIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
Old Town's Most Modern
Four Chair Shop
Closed Monday,
35 North Main Street
don't have some legitimate excuse
for being there. Now you just know
where I'll be May 4—blanket down,
three rows back ... getting a tan.
J. H. K.
*Boop—verb intransitive: to moan.
compain
•
lot of practice
To the Editor:
I agree with Joel Marquis—
Freshmen do need, and should defi-
nitely get. top priority in housing
facilities. However, the last place
they should seek a room assign-
ment is in the Chadbourne "foun-
dry." The unmelodic, ceaseless
banging of the steam pipes would
drive 'em up the wall. I think the
graduate students should get last
consideration because, after all, we
can do our "adjusting" at the UMI
where most underclassmen are for-
bidden to "adjust." By the way, we
do adjust easily—we've had a lot
of practice!
Glad Grad Student
•
pretty low
To the Editor:
During the past few months, we
have been bored by the continual
The
ellaCie#SCia
FINE FOODS
Nerved Till Midnight
DANCING 6 nights
a week
"Illt 0 SHOWS nightl
9:30 & 11:00
MAIN ROAD BRADI EY
flow of epithets toward student
morals. Articles concerning dope,
liquor, and sex on campus saturat-
ed most papers recently. Since we
realize that only a few students
were behaving this way, we saw
no cause for alarm.
This Saturday we saw black
smoke rise up from some woods in
Orono, jumped into a car, and hot-
footed it to the fire. When we got
there the flames were already sur-
rounding some cars parked in the
woods. One of the men whose house
was set back in the trees came out
carrying a chicken, others carried
clothing and blankets. Of course,
such a commotion attracted a drove
of students, some who actually
helped and others who watched.
The fire was stopped and we
started to leave. Then two of our
fellow students took it upon them-
444$
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Just a lees minutes
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selves to smear our already soiled
collegiate reputations by stealing
the man's chicken. It does seem like
petty theft, but it certainly was a
pretty low thing for two guys to
steal an old man's prize chicken.
Charlie Campo
John Dean
Leo Pete
David Blanchard
•
insulted intellect
To the Editor:
Complaints against objective tests
have been aired time and time again.
I think the short-comings of such
tests are evident to all concerned.
Yet, due to the large classes so
prevalent at Maine, it is understand-
able that instructors find objective
testing the only practical method of
ranking their students.
Mainea
governing
The University public relations
department is sending out stacks of
material to offset its latest disaster,
the drug scandal. In the Bangor
Daily News, there was an article
that even had the students govern-
ing themselves. It was straight from
the public relations people; you
could tell.
Dean John Stewart is quoted as
saying. "The Student Senate is do-
ing a very constructive job and has
had many worthwhile projects."
Then there was a list of "worth-
while projects."
There was for instance HEMY,ID ' 411 designed to encourage high school
students to apply to a college that
doesn't have enough room to house
its own freshmen.
Then there was the Course Eval-
uation Committee which evaluates
only "good" courses. Student sena-
tors evidently don't want to admit
that there are bad courses (it's bad
for the University's image) or
don't want to anger the poorer in-
structors (which is bad for the sen-
ators' images).
And then there is Maine Day
"when students and faculty partici-
. • pate in outdoor activities," at Bar
Harbor.
And this business of a reading
period which will also be spent on
"outdoor activities."
This version of the university is
very pretty, and it ought to be. It
• •
• •
DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in
OLD TOWN
for
ONNfice
AND ALL FAMOUS
SHULTON PRODUCTS
DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS ALL THE
POPULAR
ENGLISH LEATHER
and
CANOE
PRODUCTS TOO
Nevertheless, it seems to me that
there is a point beyond which an
objective test cannot be rationalized.
Recently, an English literature
class was given an objective test on
a novel. This is ridiculous. It was,
true to form, a test of the student's
retention of facts rather than of his
understanding of the book, its aims,
or its place in the history of English
literature.
When an instructor carries objec-
tive testing this far, he has failed to
fulfill his obligations as a teacher.
He insults the student's intelligence,
destroys his motivation to think in-
dependently and quickly smothers
with trivia any glimmer of under-
standing which may somehow have
arisen.
In other words, he has thwarted
the ultimate goals of education.
This is inexcusable.
It is incomprehensible to me how
such an intelligent, well-read man
themselves
by Joel Rawson
was carefully planned to sound that
way.
In the same paper was another
story, one about Nasson College
and how students can now drink in
dorms there. The comments from
the University of Maine's adminis-
trators were printed without benefit
of a public relations' rewrite.
"A Senate official" said that the
Senate "has never really discussed"
making such a proposal to the
Board of Trustees.
Robert B. Cobb. director of stu-
dent services, said he had no idea
of what the students thought of
drinking in dorms. Dean Stewart
said that the entire business was a
matter of the "University Trustees
to regulate."
All of the above quotes were
from the same people that claim
the student body is self governing.
who obviously has much to offer his
students, can display such a singular
lack of imagination and initiative.
Nancy Benotti
•
inappropriate
To the Editor:
The Student Senate selected a
strikingly inappropriate slogan for
the week of Inauguration of the new
President and the beginning of the
second century of the University. As
posted in front of South Stevens it
reads, "You can never plan the
future by the past. "At Maine" the
emphasis has been on the continuity
of the University—past, present,
future—, "with pride in the past and
faith in the future." A more fitting
admonition might be, "Never plan
the future without relating it to the
past."
Robert I. Adriance
consensus politics
To the Editor:
America has reached the millen-
nium! We live in the golden age of
corporate statism. The forces of de-
mocracy have succumbed to the in-
dustrial-military alliance. Consen-
sus is the symbol of the alliance's
triumph.
National policy, whether foreign
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 866-4032
Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost exces-
sively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
43
1.1
Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupfl
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well.. .all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little zlupf goes a long, long
way.
5PRITE, SO TART AND 
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET. 
or domestic, is determined through
mutual agreement of the leaders of
government, business, labor, and
the military. This paternalistic clique
of bureaucratic elites has made it
evident that it will suppress any and
all who oppose the consensus. In-
deed, participation by those who
disagree is denied in fact and prin-
ciple. We exist in an age of consen-
sus politics where the individual
counts for nothing.
Why have Americans granted the
corporate state their birthright? Itis because they have been mesmer-ized by the sickening and deadly
materialism dispensed by the sys-
When
you think of cleaning
think
CRAIG the tailor
tem. The majority of Americans
are bonded to material degeneracy.
"Those who own the means to your
prosperity . . . own you."
In effect, Americans have mort-
gaged their souls to the corporate
culture. Sixty per cent of the na-
(Continued on Page 10)
He: Please!
She: No!
He: Just this once!
She: No! I said.
He: Aw, ma! All the other
kids are going barefoot!
•
Ile said she reminded him
of Venus deMilo — beautiful
but not all there.
•
We have Non-Resident
Fishing Licenses
PAR K'S NARDWARh. VARIETY
Mill Strct t 0 nno,
REMEMBER YOUR MOM
ON MOTHER'S DAY
WITH A GIFT FROM
H. M. GOLDSMITH INC.
Petticoat
beauty
by
.Wier
An elegantly tailored
petticoat with just enough
lace), frosting to delight
the fashion-minded woman.
Lace flowers on a
background of chiffon
form the hem. Lace
outlines the hem and side
slit. In a spring bouquet
of colors: White, Black,
Daisy Yellow,
Surf Blue,
Sizes: S-M-L
$4.00
H. M. GOLDSMITH'S Inc.
76-78 North Main Street
Old Town
USE YOUR COED CHARGE ACCOUNT
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voice of the readers
tional income buys "tailfins" for
U e munitions manufacturers. Mean-
while, the social drones revel in
the lie of "The Green Berets."
"Ours is not to reason why; ours is
but to do or die!"
Lyndon, please don't pull my
ears!
William G. Robbins
evaluate concern
To the Editor:
Knowing that the world is even
now divided between the rich and
the poor by a gap which is widening
with increasing momentum, the
question of how and when this gap
THE NIKON SBR
MICROSCOPE
Ferranti-Dege, Inc.,
New England's Ex-
clusive Nikon Stu-
dent Dealer, and
one of the world's
largest.
Attention: Seniors Going To
MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Nikon Medical Microscope is
guaranteed for 25 years. (So please
don't wait until the last day before
classes to buy yours.)
Be compulsive and write us now for
our brochure. You'll learn what to
look for in your microscope.
FERRANTI-DEGE, Inc.
1252 Massachusetts Avenue
Harvard Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
will close definitely effects all men.
Every University of Maine student
has both a responsibility towards
the peoples of the underdeveloped
nations and a means of fulfilling it.
The Student Action Corps is spon-
soring a series of efforts to create
a clearer image of the human con-
ditions in Africa, Latin America,
and Asia, and to inform each stu-
dent what he can do about it. The
week-long program will consist of
a poster campaign, a United Na-
tions film series, and an informa-
tion-resource manual which has
been specially prepared and is
available on request.
The student is challenged to
evaluate both his awareness and
his concern, and, on this basis, re-
assess his commitment to the peo-
ples of the underdeveloped nations.
Richard Phillips
Michael Beaudoin
•
NOTICE
If the person whose room is part-
ly filled by the Maine Christian As-
sociation sign would like to leave it
on the doorstep one dark night, no
questions would be asked and the
sign would be gratefully received.
The authentic, traditional,
classic, conservative button
down. Very acceptable.
The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right.
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roll. Other noticeable details:
Back collar button, box pleat and
hanger loop. Tapered to a T.
"Sanforized•Plus", in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in
other colors. $6.95.
Bold New Breed by
 ARROW STORE IN OLD TOWN
A. J. GOLDSMITH
58 YEARS OF SERVICE TO U. OF M. STUDENTS AND FACULTY
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FREE FORM—Free form sculptures fashioned from molten aluminumby George Curtis are displayed in Carnegie's Gallery One. Also featuredin the exhibit are paintings and drawings by William Mamma. Nudesby Stefan Das idek are exhibited upstairs in Gallery Two.
Nudes displayed in Carnegie
A collection of oil paintings by
Stefan Davidek is now being ex-
hibited in the second floor gallery
of Carnegie Hall as a part of the
Spring Arts Festival.
The paintings are all studio man-
ufactured — and unashamedly so.
There are a few still lifes included,
but the major and most impressive
part of the exhibition concerns
studies of nudes. The figures are
done in a curving flow of paint that
captures the natural beauty of the
shapes with only an occasional line
to retain it.
The styling of the works is un-
complicated and simple, but def-
initely, as critic Leonard Thiessen
puts it, "not to be confused with the
pretentious 'reduction to simplicity'
which, at best, comes out an elo-
quent grunt." Davidek is an artist
"who knows when to put down the
brush".
Greet action features for active youngsters Including
sure-grip soles, extra strong arch support and Chris-Craft
cushion insoles that "breathe" in cool air. More sani-
tary with Pacifate1t Protected linings that combat perspi-
ration problems. Machine washable. Come in and get
some BULLETS. You'll be well-armed for sports.
Bata
$4.98
CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE
OLD TOWN
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CAPTAIN JACK TOLE makes his shot. Tole has been playing excep-tional golf and so has his team. Tole has been low man twice in thefirst four matches. So far, Maine stands 2-1 on the season, and hastaken an early State Series lead.
Maine golfers beat UNH;
lead first round of series
The University of Maine golf
team had a good lead going into the
second round of State Series com-
petition, played last Tuesday at
the Martindale Country Club, the
home course of Bates.
In the first round, played at the
Brunswick Golf Club a week ago
Maine came in first with a total of
22 points, followed by 16 points by
Bowdoin, 10 by Bates, and 6 by
Colby. John Warren of Maine and
Dick Smith of Bowdoin tied for the
lowest individual medalist with
scores of 80.
Last Friday, the Maine golfers
scored another victory, downing
New Hampshire, 4-3, at the Ports-
mouth Country Club. This was New
Hampshire's first loss of the season.
Dave Barbour of Maine was low
scorer with a 75. Other Maine vic-
tors were Jack Tole(83-84), 1 up;
Vic Nunan(81-87), 5-4; and Bill
Blum (81-87), 5-4. Barbour defeat-
ed his opponent(75-84), 6-4.
New Hampshire victors were Dan
O'Leary over John Warren(77-89),
6-4: Bob Graham over Len Ladd
NOTICE
The Freshman class picnic will
be held at "The Gatherings" in
Ellsworth, May 14. Buses will load
at 8:45 a. m. in front of the Union,
and will return at 5:30. Tickets will
be sold in the Union May 5, 6, 9,
and 10.
(79-83), 4-3; and Bill Burnham
over Peter Martin(80-81), 2-1.
Tomorrow, Maine plays in the
Yankee Conference Championships
at Durham, N. H. The third round
of the State Series will be playedhere on Tuesday.
Numerous sports Frosh cindermen winplanned for girls for second straightat annual playday
On Saturday, May 7, the Wo-
men's Athletic Association will once
again sponsor the annual high
school playday, an extra-mural
event in which high school girls
have an opportunity to compete in
athletic activities with girls from
other schools. In the past, only a
limited number of schools have been
invited to participate. However, this
year, representatives from all high
schools throughout the state have
been invited.
The program of activities for the
day is highly varied including both
team and individual sports, a cam-
pus tour, panel discussion, W.A.A.
club demonstrations, and a gymnas-
tics demonstration with an optional
workshop.
GIFTS
UNIQUE!
New Hours: 9:30-5:30
CLCSED TUESDAYS
OFFICIAL NOTICES
1. G. I. BILL — Application forms for the new
G.I. Bill are available at the Information Desk
in the Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall.
2. SCHOLARSHIP RECOGNITION ASSEMBLY
— 7:30 P. m., Monday, May 16th, in the Arthur
A. Hauck Auditorium. President Young, speak-
er; Vice President Peck, presiding.
3. I. D. CARD PHOTOS for ALL students plan-
ning to return next year will be taken in Lord
Hall on May 16, 17, and 18. Details next week.
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date — such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computerprocesses 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send 53.00 to CentralControl for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet theirideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. Sohurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
The trio of Steve Turner, Dave
Heward, and Ed Schmid won eight
events as they paced the Maine
freshman track team to its second
straight victory, a 1031/2
 to 311/2
walloping of the Portland High
School team.
Steve Turner continued his record
smashing as he set meet marks in
the mile and two mile. Dave
Heward won three events, the
broad jump and both dashes. Ed
Schmid also took first place in three
events. His victories were in the
high jump and both hurdles.
This trio of freshmen is living up
to Coach Styrna's pre-season predic-
tions.
The Cubs grabbed thirteen of the
fifteen first places Saturday. Paul
Lee, Jeff Powell, Paul LeBlanc,
Gary Vanidestine, and Al Cooper
all chipped in a victory.
The freshmen will play Bangor
High School here, Monday, start-
ing at 3 p. m.
ArtCarved settings
hold a diamond so delicately,
it's almost frightening.
,1\
A t‘`\\
\ \
(ji1 \
./
'e've even designed a diamond
cng gement ring to resemble the soft fragile
/ petals of a new spring flower.
wo lid won't only be dazzling. But elegant too.ti 
So the diamond you show c!fl. to the
I In the new ArtCarved collection,you can choose from slim, soaring, majestic
Idesigns. And without being frightened.
1 Because since sic guarantee
i all the diamonds Ise set, tic also
guarantee they still ski) right there.
.2kr--.5Carved
FOR • C CMPLIMENTARE 6112C•EvED.1116DCI.IURE, SEE YOUR •01...0.6.2SEI ARTOAEVED JEWELER OR 't
WOOD SONS. INC., 216 EAST C. ' • .061t. N.E. 10012
Bangor—
CROWN JEWELERS
Belfast—
STOVER'S JEWELRY
Biddeford—
YOULAND'S DEPT. STORE
Caribou—
JOHNSTON'S INC.
Lewiston—
E. BARIBAULT, JEWELER
Livermore Falls—
SMALL'S JEWELRY STORE
Madawaska—
ROBERTS JEWELRY
Oakland—
LARSEN'S JEWELRY STORE
Presque Isle—
BROWN'S JEWELRY
Portland—
CARTER BROS.
Rockland—
MUSICLAND
Sanford—
EARLE K. HOWE
Your 441 ea/wed dealer
in Bangor is Crown Jeweler,
the store where you are
always treated royally
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intramural
roundup
By HURRICANE
The April meeting of the IMAA
saw the election of new officers for
the 1966-67 season. Retiring Presi-
dent Dick Glidden presided over the
election of Dave Ames as Presi-
dent, Art Nicholson as Vice Presi-
dent, Tom Ackley as Secretary, and
Terry Carter as Treasurer.
BOWLING
The team of Cumberland "B"
has emerged as the winner of the
dormitory bowling league rolloffs.
In the semifinals they defeated Cor-
bett "A", while Gannett eliminated
Dunn. The final was a three-way
contest since Cumberland "A" had
drawn a bye.
SOFTBALL
Phi Mu Delta won the fraternity
indoor softball league champion-
ship, while Gannett 1 v.as the final-
MCLEOD
ist in the non-fraternity division.
Phi Mu beat Sig Ep in the final, 16
to 11, in a free hitting affair. Play-
ing for the fraternity champs were
Brian Smith, Jeff Hall, Rick Woods,
Bruce MacKinnon, Charlie Newell,
Tom Meiser, Don Chretien, John
Conners, Tom London, John Sher-
ry, and Bob Bourque. Paul Pendle-
ton was their coach. The B.C. Kent
All Points Trophy race now be-
comes closer with Phi Eta and Phi
Mu the leaders. Gannet 1 defeated
University Park 4 to 2 in a tight,
well played contest. Gannett's team
consisted of Peter Bickford, Fred
Lavallee, Bill Haverinen, Bob
Baldwin. Steve McLeod, Bill Eck,
Dick "Mort" Cousens, Barry Mow-
er, Dave Allen, Mike Rice, John
Candage, and Tom Alt.
The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for
And, for good reasons ... like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond ...guaranteed
perfect (or replacement as-
sured) . . . a brilliant gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime satis-
faction. Select your very per-
sonal Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers.'
p.,,,. AG.. • NI
1116••
O. •
• 
 TO
• vs". •••ci
 . I•T . 666666 .1.01 141111
rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING1
Pleas* send new 20-page booklist, -How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding- and new l2-poge full color folder, both for only 25c.Also, send special offer of beautiful 44.page Bride's Book.
No. 
Address__ 
Cry Ctate lip 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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JOHN GILLETTE tries for third. The first base-
man had 3 hits and 3 RBI's in the 16-0 romp
over Rhode Island. Teammate Norm Tardiff had
Orono, Maine, May 5. 1966
.pais•
five hits in the game. Maine plays U-Mass this
weekend, a contest which may produce the Y-C
champ.
Netmen are 1-2;
lose to Wildcats
The Maine tennis team lost to the
University of New Hampshire here
Saturday, 6-3. The match was all
tied up after the singles, 3-3, but the
Wildcats swept the doubles to gain
the margin of victory.
Captain Bruce Hauck continued
to look good in the top singles spot,
winning his point, while sophomore
Gordon "Eric" Erickson remained
tough in the number two spot. The
other victor for Maine was John
Corey.
Last year's team had only one
loss in nine matches. This year's
team has already lost two in three
matches.
outdoor angle
An exciting new way to see Maine
is from the air. The number of pi-
lots has increased since the intro-
duction of the R.O.T.C. Flight
Training Program. Planes can be
rented in Old Town for $13-$20 per
hour. There is room for three pas-
sengers and the pilot. Once off the
ground, the coast is easily seen and
Bar Harbor is a short fifteen min-
utes away. On a clear day Katandin
is visible. Reservations should be
made in advance.
For those who prefer being a lit-
tle closer to the ground, horseback
riding is a popular spring sport. A
trusty steed may be rented from a
number of stables, and the sur
JO 5A1 CittV
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• • •
Take-Out Service
• • •
Ample Free Parking
• • •
STATE STREET, VEAZIE
Tel. 945-6500
rounding fields and trails give the
equestrian ample room for a cou-
ple hours' riding.
On an afternoon when classes end
at 2:00 or even 3:00 p. m., why not
take a short drive out Union Street
or Broadway, Bangor, to any of the
small brooks and streams which
cross the road. All are stocked with
brook trout and with a little luck
and patience the effort might prove
rewarding.
After the late April rains some of
the early blooming wildflowers have
begun to show. The dandelions were
among the first and may be seen in
sunny areas next to building founda-
tions. By taking a short walk
through the woods and fields about
campus, an observant person might
find fragrant mayflowers (trailing
arbutus), starflowers. and hepatica.
"Pussy willows" brighten roadsides
with their pollen heavy heads at
yellow. Red maple flowers provide
a scarlet carpet on many woods'
paths.
The leaves of the later blooming
flowers may be seen, but it will be
a week or more before the blossoms
show. Nevertheless, it is well to be
able to identify the plant by leaves
alone due to the comparatively short
life of most blossoms.
May means convertible and cycle
weather. Why not pack a lunch and
make a day of it? The Ledges. oil
the other side of Stillwater Avenue,
is easily reached without a car. 11
you do plan on picnicking, ask fing
before going on private land, and be
careful of fires (a permit is usually
necessary).
becau z shortcut. gilesmorebodY
more Manageability. More Control-Mat'
56-kNO"rtCatin51-1/3DiarGneedtrom. ilabnt Py0ft)°fIdSpirCerYT4itbeorjar ,t3/0-z. only5D/.
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Coach Butterfield's nine won two
and lost two last week as the Red-
men of Massachusetts now appear
to be the team to beat for the Y-C
title. U-Mass won its first five
games, and are 5-1, while Maine
stands 4-2.
At Kingston, R. I., last Satur-
day, Maine split a doubleheader
with the Rains, losing the first
game, 3-1, and taking the second,
16-0. Maine pitcher Terry Ordway
was the loser, giving up a costly
double in the second inning to the
opposing pitcher, Tom Flemming,
who drove in all of his team's runs.
Joe Ferris was converted into a first
baseman in the game and hit two
singles.
Norm Tardiff and John Gillette
were the batting stars in the sec-
ond game, contributing to the 19-
hit attack by the Bears. Tardiff
went five for seven, including a
double, a triple and 4 RBI's. Gil-
lette went three for four, knocking
in three runs. Engstrom was the
winning pitcher, allowing five hits
and no walks in the seven innings
he pitched. Fifteen of Maine's 16
runs were earned.
NOTICE
There are still a few seats avail-
able on the 1966 University of
Maine summer flight to Europe.
The two flights that were original-
ly planned have been compressed
into one. The new dates of the
flight are: depart from Boston to
London on June 14, and return from
London to Boston on August 17.
The round trip cost is $323 adults,$157 children, and $28 infants.
Plans are now being made for the
third annual flight to Europe during
the summer of 1967. The dates of
that flight will be announced before
June.
For more information contact:
Michael Skaling, 119 Stodder Hall,
el. 866-7614.
Mr.
HAS
WHAT'S
RIGHT
FOR SPRING
Farah Stay Press
Slacks and Jeans
CPO Scrub Denim
Shirts
Sperry Boat Shoes
Bostonian Loafers
Bermudas
Swim Trunks
Jackets
Rooster Ties
Palm Beach
Suits
SHOP AT THE
FRIENDLY STORE
A. J. GOLDSMITH
Old Town
THE COMPLETE STORE
FOR MEN AND BOYS
In the Vermont series pla)ed
here Monday and Tuesday, Maine
took the first game, 3-2, in a pres-
sure packed ball game. It was a
pitcher's duel all the way with Ver-
mont's John McCord allowing only
two hits going into the ninth inning.
Up to that point. the Catamounts
had a 2-1 advantage.
Maine scored its first run in the
last of the sixth. DeVarney led off
with a triple, smashed over the cen-
ter fielder's head, despite a strong
wind blowing in. Ferguson brought
him in with a fielder's choice. Ver-
mont scored its two runs in the
fourth and sixth off Joe Ferris, who
pitched an outstanding game.
Then in the last of the ninth,
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be determined
Maine ralied. Ferguson, leading
off, tripled to right. "Stump" Mer-
rill walked and then stole second.
Pitcher Ferris fanned. The next
batter was to be Ron Lanza, whohad struck out three times previous-
ly, but Coach Butterfield had Ralph
Bonna pinch hit for him. Bonna
belted the McCord pitch betweenleft and center for a double and
the game.
Maine collected only four hits in
the game, but two of the hits were
triples and the other two were
doubles. Ferris gave up five hits in
his win.
Vermont won the Tuesday game,
4-3, on a three-run homer by Dave
Wayne in the eighth. Maine had
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
two chances to come back in the
last of the eighth and ninth.
DeVarney, who went three for
three, led off with a triple in the
eighth, but his teammates couldn't
get him home. Then, with two outsin the ninth, Darryl Calkins, pinch-
hitting for pitcher Ordway, hit a
triple to left-center. The next bat-
ter, Tardiff, was just tossed out by
shortstop Cronin to end the contest.
the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Fri. 9:00 Folk Groups
Sat. 9:00
Scuba Equipment
Demonstration
Wed. 4:10 OPEN
How to make a snap course
out of a tough one!
here
The winning pitcher for Vermont
was Len Sheflott, while Ordway lost
his fourth game. Gordon Engstrom
will go Friday against Massachu-
setts, while either Ferris or Ordway
ihill pitch Saturday.
In other Y-C action last week,
Mass. defeated R.I., 7-0, and N.H.,
15-9. U-Conn downed Vt., 7-1, and
Mass., 18-2.
The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
Souvenirs—Novelties
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations
13 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop
Obviously, Olds 4-4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic-inch 8,4-barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy-duty suspensionand front and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class with the sportiest configurationever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight A's in economics, too...like matching its modest price to your pocket! LOOK TO OLDS
 FOR THE NEW!
...
'0-EP OUT FRON7' CILOSMOBILE•
1 TORONACIO • NINETY TIGHT • INC • EICKTY-EIGH•S • CUTLASS • V-SS • VISTA
-CRUISER • 4-44
in a RocArt Action Car! 
GREAT TIME TO CO %HERE THE ACTION IS ... STE YOUR OLDSMOVILE QUALITY /WWI
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Maine comes from behind to edge UNH
By RUSS POTTER
The Maine track team came
the last event in the last ten yards by
a half a foot, to edge New Hamp-
from behind. spectacularly, winning
shire, 76 to 73.
Maine had trailed by thirteen
points after the completion of the
first seven events, despite a record-
smashing javelin throw by Jim Web-
ber.
JIM BALLINGER will be defend-
ing his hurdles crown Saturday as
Maine competes in the 67th an-
nual State Meet.
From that point on, the Bears
steadily cut the lead as Georges
Damone won the high jump, Jon
Kirkland took the half mile, and
John Buteau and Jim Ballinger con-
tributed double victories in the
sprints and hurdles. respectively.
The two teams were all even after
fourteen events. but New Hampshire
took a slim, two-point lead with
only the mile relay remaining.
The Maine relay team of John
Buteau, Morris Ronde, Pete Vieh-
weg, and Jon Kirkland pulled out
the victory. Kirkland, running the
NOTICE
Tomorrow is the last day to pick
up tickets outside of the Den for
the Class of '68's "Spring Fling."
Buses will leave for "The Gather-
ings" in Ellsworth this Saturday at
9 a. m. from in front of the Union.
Softball, volleyball, music by the
Sweet William Excitors, and a pic-
nic are planned.
final lap, came from behind to nip
New Hampshire's Jim Dunn, who
had previously beaten Jon in the
440, at the wire.
Next week the track team will
travel to Brunswick for the 67th an-
nual Maine Intercollegiate Track
and Field Championships. Maine's
five year winning streak is at stake.
This year's team is good in the
running events, but weak in the field
events. The squad lacks the power-
house caliber of the past State
Championship teams. Coach Styma
believes that Bates is the team to
beat because of its indoor victory
over Maine. But Bates has lost six
lettermen via graduation.
In the running events, Maine has
four double winners returning to
defend their crowns: sprinter John
Buteau, hurdler Jim Ballinger, mid-
dle-distance runner Jon Kirkland,
and long distance runner Paul Pe-
trie. These men must pull repeats
if Maine expects to extend its
streak.
DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in
OLD TOWN
for
Ambush
by
Dana
DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS
DOROTHY GRAY
AND ALL
THE BETTER
COSMETICS
COME ON
UP
AND
CHOW DOWN
Free delivery on all $3.00 orders
GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER 827-1277
The other strong event for the
Bears is the javelin. Jim Webber,
Maine's defending champion, is
within reach of the state record. His
throw of 219' 10" in last week's
meet surpasses the state meet record
by over seventeen feet, Webber,
John White, Frank Hobbs, and Dick
Perkins give Coach Styrna one of
the best javelin groups in New
England. They should dominate the
event.
Records in other events are en-
dangered, but not by Maine.
Bowdoin's Charlie Hews has been
throwing the shot to distances of
54 feet this spring, well over the
present record.
Wayne Pangburn of Bates and
Alex Schulten of Bowdoin should
put on a great personal duel in the
hammer. Pangburn is the present
NCAA college division champion,
and Schulten is a former NCAA
4.)
champion and the defending state
champ. Schulten is expected to re-
peat in the discus.
Tom Hillier of Bates has pole
vaulted to a height over the state
record this spring. Paul Savello,
also of Bates, is the defending
champ in the triple jump and broad
jump and should improve on his
own state record.
Colby's Bob Aisner is the best bet
in the high jump, but Bowdoin's
Andy Seager could challenge.
Spring is a
Time - honored Villager Season
Here is a very lightly printed cotton, neatly
pleated for just the right amount of change
to satisfy Villager Collectors. In lovely
spring colors, sizes 8 to 16, twenty dollars.
In classic, rayon and acetate hopsack-
ing, Villager's version of the skimmer
answers the what-to-wear question for
ever so many occasions. Striking colors,
sizes 8 to 16, eighteen dollars.
Maine's Outstanding College Shop
S.
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